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Concussion Protection & Anti-Vibration
SoftWall is designed to absorb the concussion of a horses kick, protecting its
legs, joints and tendons from the force associated with this vice. SoftWall also
acts as a sound dampener and many horses cease to kick their stalls as the
“loud bang” is eliminated.

Safe For Horses
SoftWall is safe as there are no hooks required to hang it on. There are no small
pieces to dislodge as the foam slabs are covered by our durable & waterproof. All
the materials used in SoftWall are hypo-allergenic.

Anit-Casting
If your horse is kicking at the walls to get up, the SoftWall System will aid by
helping the horse to “get a grip” and push away from the wall, instead of its hoof
slipping on a hard surface.

Foaling Stalls
With the wabbling legs of the new born foal, SoftWall protects them if they fall
into the wall head first. It also helps to insulate the stall keeping it warmer at
foaling time, especially in the colder climates.

Recovery Stalls
SoftWall is ideal in veterinary clinics and hospitals by offering protection to sick
and recovering horses. SoftWall is very easy to clean and disinfect.

Application
The SoftWall System is light weight and easy to install and does not take up
much space in the stall. Since SoftWall is attached to the walls with the protective
top cover which is fastened to the walls it cannot be torn down by the horse and
will not shift with repeated concussion.
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Trailering
Used on the floor of your trailer SoftWall creates a seamless wall to wall antivibration system relieves the strain on your horses legs & tendons. Less fatigue
after travel means better performance. It is easy to clean after travel…no more
pulling out contaminated heavy mats.

Installation
SoftWall is light weight and easy to install. You can customize SoftWall from one
wall to all four in your horses stall. What ever height or length SoftWall will
accommodate.

Height & Width
First determine the height and width you require your horses stall.
Frame the are with 2”x2” pressure treated or plastic wood. Next fit the SoftWall
Slabs into that frame. Take the SoftWall Cover and using the supplied plastic
strips…fasten the top cover to the wood frame via screws. Trim off the excess
top cover and you are done. Repeat the same steps with the other walls. There
will be no exposed wood if you wrap the cover over the top surface of the 2”x2”
then fasten.
With horse trailer floors, frame the perimeter of the trailer floors or the desired
areas you wish to cover with the pressure treated or plastic wood. Lay in the
SoftWall Foam Sheets and then secure the SoftWall cover with the plastic strips
and screws. Trim of the excess.

Questions, please contact us at www.softstall.com or call us toll free
at 866-333-7638
_____________________________________________
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